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Mile-long lines at London's Heathrow airport

Our top 3 scoops this week

1. Air travel this summer is in chaos

Flight cancellations and delays are a traveler’s worst nightmare, and this summer,

they’re only getting worse. London’s Heathrow Airport is one of the worst affected,

dealing with chaos over lost luggage, overcrowding and long queues. The main

cause of the disarray is suspected to be understaffing due to poor wages.

Heathrow imposed a cap of 100,000 passengers per day for the rest of the

summer, to cope with increasing crowds. Dubai’s flagship, Emirates, and other

airlines are conforming with the capacity constraints, but not without facing

backlash from frustrated flyers. It also doesn’t help that rising global fuel costs are

boosting flight prices. Traveling this summer is sure to be a bumpy ride.

Airports are in shambles; who's to blame?

2. The ECB hiked rates for the first time in a decade

Inflation in the Eurozone reached a high of 8.6% last month, prompting the

European Central Bank to increase its three key interest rates to 0.5%, 0.75% and

0% respectively for the first time since 2011. The move marks the end of a period

of negative interest rates that dates back to the 2012 Greek debt crisis. Most

recently, the ECB has had to walk a fine line between addressing inflation and not

pushing the bloc into a recession. Rising food and fuel prices have necessitated

the need for the hike, according to the central bank.

Will the rate hike signal traders to lift the Euro off parity?

3. Netflix lost 1M subscribers, but it's less than expected

Earlier this week Netflix reported a nearly one million subscriber loss. You’d think it

would reflect poorly on the share price, but investors are applauding. Netflix stock

rallied 6% after the announcement. Why, you ask? Well, Netflix dodged its worst-

case scenario of losing more than twice the number of subscribers, thanks to

Stranger Things. But Eleven can’t have Netflix’s back forever. With increasing

competition and a recession looming, the streaming giant is struggling to appeal to

price-conscious users. It is partnering with Microsoft to launch a cheaper, ad-

supported tier early next year and has also begun charging Latin American

households an extra fee for password sharing. Only time will tell how well these

strategies play out.

Will Netflix's ads and sharing fees stem the subscriber exodus?

How this can impact your portfolio

This week's poll

What's the worst thing about traveling in chaos?
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